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In the United States each year, nearly 11 million volunteers donate some 17 million units of whole blood and red 
blood cells, but much of that safe, transfuseable blood – about 2 percent – is discarded. A failed cold chain and 
poor management practices are the two greatest contributors to the loss. A comprehensive temperature 
monitoring strategy can resolve many of the issues that allow good blood to go bad, thus saving valuable 
resources.  

 
Challenges 

The blood supply itself is not steady. It peaks in spring and autumn in the United States, and varies regionally 
according to holidays, weather and the outbreak of illnesses, such as flu epidemics. In the UK, for example, there 
were 851 fewer donations on one day in 2011 than on the same day the previous year because of a combination 
of warm, sunny weather, the World Cup quarter finals, and Wimbledon play. The peaks in supplies and in shelf 
life can be flattened somewhat with proper temperature maintenance that helps blood and blood products reach 
their maximize useable lifespans.  

Unlike many other healthcare products, blood has a short shelf life. Red blood cells are stable up to 42 days when 
refrigerated.  Individual components separated from whole blood, however, are stable for other periods of time. 
Platelets may be stored 5 days at room temperature, and one year when frozen. Granulocytes, in contrast, must 
be transfused within 24 hours of donation. To reduce bacterial contamination, whole blood either must be chilled 
to 4°C after it is collected and kept at that temperature until it is transfused. The alternative is to add a 
cryoprotectant (typically glycerol) to the blood and then to freeze that solution. 

The challenge in temperature maintenance is that blood is handled many times by multiple entities. It may be 
collected during a mobile blood drive, stored in a bloodmobile, taken to a blood bank, tested, separated into 
components, stored, delivered to healthcare facilities, stored, and finally used with patients. An equipment failure 
at the collection point, centralized blood bank, laboratory, or hospital could render the product unusable and 
increase the risk that a warm unit may be returned to the refrigerator. Temperature indicators placed on each unit 
can reduce that risk. 

 

The State of Refrigeration 

Refrigerators designed specifically to hold blood and blood products have heavy insulation to maximize the time 
they will hold temperatures between 2° and 6 °C without power. A cooling fan distributes air evenly throughout the 
unit, eliminating hot and cold spots. Glass front doors are common, so users may view the contents without 
allowing cold air to spill out through open doors. These refrigerators and freezers can be damaged by the frequent 
power surges inherent in many developing regions. 

Typically, refrigerators designed to store blood and blood products include built-in temperature monitoring devices 
with an external display and alarm system. Not all refrigeration units have temperature monitors, however.  In the 
UK in 2007, for example, nearly 20 percent of hospital refrigerators storing blood lacked temperature alarms. If 
the refrigerators failed, the blood could be ruined before anyone might notice. Even with an alarm, though, 
damage may still occur. In the US in 2012, a freezer and its temperature alarm failed simultaneously at Harvard-
affiliated McLean Hospital in Belmont, Massachusetts. As a result, the contents – 147 human brains – thawed. An 
additional, relatively inexpensive, temperature monitor could have alerted personnel to the problem before the 
contents were destroyed.  

Such temperature maintenance challenges exist in the developing world, too, where they are exacerbated by 
severely limited resources. Consequently, facilities storing and distributing blood and blood products often use 
refrigerators and freezers designed for the home, rather than models designed expressly for storing blood.  
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Standards Organizations 

In the US, Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) guidelines govern the handling and 
transportation of blood and blood products.  
For example, 21 CFR 640.120 provides 
details regarding temperature excursions. Part 
(a) lists allowable temperature excursions for 
certain products under specific 
conditions.  Likewise, 21 CFR 606.122 notes 
extensions to the allowable time to store or 
administered certain blood products or 
components. Those extensions, in at least one 
case, allowed administration because of a 
logistics delay.21 CFR 606.160 details 
situations in which products were allowed to 
be administered despite a lack of temperature 
records, provided the products were tested 
before use. 

Additional guidelines are maintained by 
individual healthcare institutions and blood 
banks, as well as the US Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and the US Postal 
Service (USPS).   
 
The monitoring and refrigeration equipment 
itself should comply with standards managed 
by the International Standards Organization 
(ISO), Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN), 
European Standards (EN) or International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), according 
to the WHO. Critical points for refrigeration 
equipment, according to the WHO, include the 
ability to maintain a stable temperature of 4°C 
when ambient temperatures range from 10°C 
to 43°C at 60 percent humidity. For a plasma 
freezer, the operational temperature is 
between-35 °C to -40 °C. 

The problem with that solution is that refrigerators designed for home use have less insulation than medical 
refrigerators. Therefore, they can’t maintain proper temperatures during long power outages. Even with steady 
power, however, internal temperatures are not consistent throughout the refrigerator. Importantly, consumer 
refrigerators also lack temperature monitoring devices with visible and/or audible alarms. When they fail, which is 
more likely in extremely hot temperatures, the contents may heat without warning. 

Regardless the type of refrigerator, opening the door causes internal temperature fluctuations. To regain the 
desired temperature, the compressor must work harder – not a good situation in regions where replacement parts 
are scarce.  

 

Transportation 

Historically, blood has been moved among facilities and within 
hospitals using picnic-style coolers.  Although adequate for picnics, 
they are not designed to safeguard blood in high ambient 
temperatures or for long periods. One Taiwanese hospital, for 
example, says its coolers can maintain temperature of 1-6°C. for 
three hours, which is not long enough for many surgeries. When 
such coolers fail, the blood is wasted, affecting individual patients 
and, potentially, compromising national blood inventories. Now, 
particularly in industrialized nations, specially-designed blood 
transport coolers are available that can maintain 1-6°C. for about 24 
hours. They do not necessarily include temperature monitors or 
loggers, however. 

 

Gaps in the Cold Chain 

Gaps in the blood cold chain, identified by the WHO, include “The 
critical need for an indicator that shows the safe storage history of an 
individual blood component.” 

Particularly in developing regions, temperature monitors often aren’t 
used. When they are employed, they may be conventional 
thermometers, which indicate the current temperature but cannot 
provide a temperature profile throughout transit or storage. 
Consequently, blood may enter the supply chain that has either 
frozen (effectively ‘popping open’ the red blood cells) or that has 
been warmed (stimulating bacterial growth).  

Devices that provide a record of continuous monitoring are 
recommended. Many different types of monitoring devices are 
available to address any need. For example, temperature recorders 
can provide detailed, consistent records for days or weeks of 
monitoring during storage or transit. Wireless, alarmed monitors may 
provide backup to built-in temperature monitors. Indicators may be 
used for short transits through a hospital, providing go/no go 
temperature information. Some indicators also detail the extent and 
duration of temperature excursions. 
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The extent and durations of temperature excursions matters. For example, the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) allows the use of autologous units transported in a shipping container without ice and exposed to 
temperatures of 10.0°C to 10.5°C for 10 minutes. Longer excursions or higher temperatures are not acceptable. 
Allowable exceptions depend upon the product, the temperature, the duration of the excursion and other specified 
conditions. They are detailed in Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations 640.120. 

Because the color of the device changes when temperature thresholds are exceeded, indicators provide a highly 
visible solution. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends temperature indicators as an important 
backup technology to protect blood throughout the cold chain, from collection to use. Specifically, it recommends 
their use in refrigerated units to indicate warming because of electricity outages or equipment malfunctions, during 
shipping, during transfers from the blood bank to the patient and when unused blood is returned to the blood 
bank. Some products, like whole blood, may also warrant low temperature indicators to warn of freezing. 

Warming also occurs when too much blood is added to a refrigerator at once, affecting blood already stored there 
and lengthening the time required for the newly added products to chill. The WHO advises chilling the products to 
below room temperature (typically about 20°C) before products are placed in the storage refrigerator or freezer. 
The WHO also recommends limiting the quantity of warm product loaded at any given time.  Because equipment 
capabilities vary considerably, choose equipment that can deal with the quantities of blood or blood product to be 
handled. 

 
Develop a Robust Monitoring System 

A comprehensive monitoring system is integral to a quality-oriented approach to the collection, processing, and 
handling of blood and blood products. The monitoring system’s three focal points are storage, packaging and 
transportation, and equipment maintenance. Placing monitors throughout the cold chain can prove that 
temperature requirements have been maintained, or indicate which units experienced temperature excursions 
and, therefore, are unusable. 

At each step throughout the blood cold chain, metrics should be tracked to ensure that each processes works. 
This includes monitoring temperature continuously to guarantee that equipment is working, using alerts so 
potential problems can be spotted before they are amplified, understanding why temperatures fluctuated, and 
tracking the number of units discarded because of improper handling. Mining the resultant records enables a 
broad analysis of the blood cold chain, providing the rationale for any changes.  

Those recommendations also apply to transportation, which has the additional requirements of identifying transit 
times, individual product requirements, cooling capabilities of packaging, cooling capabilities of the receiving 
organization, and the personnel responsible for the blood at each point along the cold chain. Metrics specific to 
transportation include when the product was packed and received, and its temperature at packing, during transit, 
and upon opening. 

Organizations also should develop standard operating procedures (SOPs) for each phase of blood and blood 
product handling. They should include acceptable parameters for shipping and storage temperatures, operating 
parameters for refrigeration equipment, a compilation of maintenance schedules for all equipment, and 
contingency plans to deal with such events as power outages, shipping delays, or lack of maintenance for 
refrigeration equipment. 

Conclusion 

Heating, freezing and thawing all affect the viability of blood and blood products and components. Detailed 
temperature monitoring and recordings is a vital step in maintaining the safety of the world’s blood supply, 
ensuring that blood already known to be safe, remains safe.  


